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ABSTRACT:
In Europe there has been a great deal of concern about the logically correct way to evaluate the strength
of forensic evidence. This year, 2015, the European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) has
published the ENFSI Guideline for Evaluative Reporting in Forensic Science which recommends the use
of the likelihood-ratio framework (aka the Bayesian framework). In the United States there has been a great
deal of concern about the validity and reliability of forensic science, as stressed in the 2009 National
Research Council Report to Congress. In England & Wales the Forensic Science Regulator is moving
towards requiring validation of methods in all branches of forensic science – 2014 Codes of Practice. There
is now increasing interest in these issues in Brazil and elsewhere in South America.
The presenter of this workshop promotes a paradigm for the evaluation of forensic evidence which
addresses the concerns from both sides of the Atlantic, and which is applicable across all branches of
forensic science. The paradigm includes: the calculation of likelihood ratios using relevant data,
quantitative measurements, and statistical models; and empirical testing of the validity and reliability of
forensic analysis systems under conditions reflecting those of the case under investigation. The presenter
has previously presented workshops and tutorials on these topics in Asia, Australasia, Europe, and North
America, at operational forensic laboratories and at academic venues, including at the 2012 European
Academy of Forensic Science Conference.
The first part of the workshop at the XXIII NATIONAL CONGRESS ON CRIMINALISTICS will explain
the logic of the likelihood-ratio framework in a way which is accessible to a broad audience and which
does not require any prior knowledge about the framework. It uses intuitive examples and
audience-participation exercises to gradually build a fuller understanding of the likelihood-ratio
framework. The workshop also includes discussion of common logical fallacies. This part of the workshop
should be of interest and accessible to lawyers as well as forensic scientists.

The second part will cover more advanced topics related to the calculation of likelihood ratios, calibration
of likelihood ratios, and empirical testing of the validity and reliability of forensic analysis systems under
conditions reflecting those of the case under investigation. The workshop is intended to be interactive, and
so exactly which materials are covered and in what depth will be adjusted to suit the audience on the day.
Participants are encouraged to ask questions and have discussions as the workshop goes along, and not to
save questions to the end.
Participants will be provided with copies of the presentation slides in advance of the workshop, and will
also be provided with copies of some of the presenter’s publications. Participants are encouraged to read
those publications before the workshop and come to the workshop with questions about what they have
read and how they might be able to integrate the new paradigm into their own practice.
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Sections 99.10 through 99.400 provides an introduction to the likelihood ratio framework for the evaluation
of evidence. It is intended for a broad audience, and is applicable across different branches of forensic
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particular, don’t read the rest. This publication is somewhat dated, and there are things I would change in
a revised version, but as yet I haven’t had time to write one.
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The last one is mostly specific to forensic voice comparison, but the principles are applicable across
different branches of forensic science.
Only is we have time and there is sufficient interest, the latter part of the workshop may include discussion
of score based methods for calculating likelihood ratios. The following are relevant. The second one is
long, don’t read it in detail unless you are really interested in the topic.
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If you are interested in forensic voice comparison:
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